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Abstract 

 

Average microstructural parameters and the extent of microstructural heterogeneity in nickel deformed 

at a high strain rate have been characterized quantitatively and compared to those after compression at 

a quasi-static strain rate. The microstructure in the high strain rate sample was found to be more refined 

and less heterogeneous than that in the sample compressed at a low strain rate. The greater refinement 

in the former sample was achieved due to subdivision by a high frequency of finely-spaced low-angle 

boundaries. 
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Significant interest in nanostructured materials produced by heavy deformation is a strong 

motivation for developing new straining techniques. Equal channel angular extrusion (ECAE), 

accumulated roll bonding (ARB), high-pressure torsion (HPT) and several other novel techniques [1,2] 

have been developed to accumulate very large strains and thus to refine the length scale of the 

microstructure. In contrast to these techniques of severe plastic deformation, dynamic plastic 

deformation (DPD) [3,4] utilizes high strain rates (~102−103 s-1), which has been shown to produce 

considerable structural refinement at comparatively low strains. For example, the refinement to the 

nanometer scale has been achieved in cryogenically DPD-processed copper and in a Cu-Al alloy [3-5]. 

In these materials, the significant refinement was both due to subdivision of the microstructure by 

dislocation boundaries and due to mechanical twinning.  

In high stacking-fault energy (SFE) materials, DPD was also found to reduce the boundary 

spacing compared to that after low strain rate deformation. However, due to the lack of mechanical 

twinning, the microstructure in such materials is less refined than that in copper. For example, in pure 

aluminum deformed by DPD to strains of 1.6 − 2.4, the subgrain size was found to be 0.3 − 0.5 µm [6]. 

To study grain subdivision by dislocation boundaries in a DPD-processed material with a somewhat 

lower SFE than that for Al, we have chosen to inspect the microstructure in nickel compressed at a high 

strain rate. Nickel is characterized by an intermediate SFE (128 mJ/m2 [7]) compared to those for 

copper and aluminum (78 and 166 mJ/m2, respectively [7]) and therefore is particularly suitable for 

evaluating the effect of SFE on structural parameters in DPD-processed materials. In the present work, 

both average structural parameters and local heterogeneities of the deformed microstructure in DPD Ni 

are described quantitatively and compared with those after compression at a quasi-static strain (QSC) 

rate.  
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A recrystallized pure (99.96 wt.%) nickel sample was used in the present experiment as the 

initial material. The average grain size was 11 µm including annealing twins and 23 µm excluding twin 

boundaries. Two samples were prepared in the form of a cylinder, in which both the height and the 

diameter of the cylinders were 20 mm. One sample (DPD-sample) was compressed using a dynamic 

loading technique described in [3,4]. At first the sample was compressed to 8 mm applying a 2-3 mm 

reduction per pass, after which a ∅10 mm cylinder was machined from the deformed sample to further 

compress it to a final thickness of 2.1 mm using a 1 mm reduction per pass. Another sample (QSC-

sample) was first deformed at a constant speed of 0.8 mm/min to 8 mm followed by further 

compression of a machined ∅10 mm cylinder to 2.1 mm at 0.4 mm/min. This resulted in a total strain 

of 2.3 for both samples. The strain rate for each DPD-pass was estimated to be 102−103 s-1, while for 

the QSC-sample the strain rate was 10-3 s-1. It should be mentioned that flat surfaces of the QSC sample 

were coated with an oil-based lubricant, whereas no lubricant was used for the DPD sample.  

The microstructure in the center part of the deformed samples was then investigated using both 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) techniques. In 

each case, sections containing both the normal and radial directions of the compressed samples were 

inspected. A JEOL 2010 transmission electron microscope was used for studying thin foils and 

measuring boundary misorientations. Misorientations were measured in several regions across 440 and 

385 boundaries in the DPD and QSC samples, respectively. Low angle boundaries (LABs) were 

defined as those between cells with misorientations below 15°. Boundaries with higher misorientations 

were defined as high angle boundaries (HABs). The EBSD study was conducted in a field emission 

gun scanning electron microscope equipped with a Channel 5 system and a Nordlys detector. In each 
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deformed sample, three regions with a total area of ~2000 µm2 were mapped with a step size of 30 nm. 

A step size of 3 µm was used for gathering texture information from large sample areas, 2−3 mm2.  

An example of the deformed microstructure in the DPD sample, as observed in the transmission 

electron microscope, is presented in Figure 1, where lamellae separated by extended dislocation 

boundaries are aligned almost perpendicular to the loading direction (LD). Within a framework for the 

evolution of deformation structures, such boundaries are classified as geometrically necessary 

boundaries (GNBs) [8,9]. The lamellae are further subdivided by short incidental dislocation 

boundaries (IDBs) [8,9]. It should be noted that GNBs were not always oriented nearly perpendicular 

to the LD: extended dislocation boundaries oriented 55−70° to the LD were also observed in some 

grains. In a number of locations, evidence of localized shear was also seen. Deformation twins were not 

observed in the DPD sample studied in the present experiment. 

The average spacing between IDBs, dIDB, in DPD Ni was measured to be 330 nm, while the 

average spacing between GNBs, dGNB, was ~110 nm (Table 1). These values are much greater than 

those in Cu cryogenically deformed to a similar strain, where a fine average boundary spacing (40 nm) 

was achieved due to a very high frequency of twin boundaries [3]. The boundary spacings in Ni are 

however considerably smaller compared to those achieved in Al even after cryogenic DPD [6]. 

Compared to the DPD compressed Ni sample, the microstructure of the QSC sample is 

characterized by greater GNB and IDB spacings, but by a much smaller spacing between HABs (see 

Table 1). Therefore, the microstructure after DPD is refined by a greater number of boundaries per unit 

area than in the QSC sample. However, this greater refinement in the DPD sample is achieved 

predominantly by LABs. The fraction of HABs in this material was only 24%, whereas in the QSC 

material the fraction of HABs was higher, 32% (see Table 1). The difference in the misorientation 
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distribution is illustrated in more detail in Fig.2. It is seen that the DPD sample contains a much higher 

fraction of very low misorientations compared to that in the QSC sample.  

The increased frequency of LABs in the DPD sample studied in the present work is not 

consistent with data of Gurao et al. [10], where the average misorientation and the fraction of HABs in 

compressed Ni were reported to increase with increasing strain rate. The differing results may reflect 

certain differences in the way the two compression experiments were conducted, e.g. in their friction 

conditions, but they may also be due to different measurement approaches. It should be noted that the 

quantitative data in Ref.[10] were based on an EBSD analysis where very low misorientations were 

undetected. As shown in the present TEM experiment, the fraction of these misorientations in nickel 

compressed at a high strain rate can be very significant. For example, the fraction of misorientations 

below 2° (a cut-off angle frequently used in EBSD experiments) in our DPD sample was almost 15% 

(see Fig.2). It is expected that at comparatively low strains (ε=0.7−0.85) applied by Gurao et al. the 

fraction of low angle boundaries ignored by EBSD could be even higher. Besides, statistical 

information on the boundary character distribution in Ref.[10] was extracted from EBSD data collected 

with a large step size, 3 µm. At such a large step size, orientations are likely to be measured in cells 

that are not immediate neighbors in the deformed microstructure, which in general will lead to an 

additional bias when average boundary misorientations and HAB fractions are considered [11]. To 

avoid such uncertainties, only TEM data were used in our work for analyzing the distributions of 

boundary misorientations. The use of TEM in the present experiment ensures that misorientations were 

always measured across real boundaries and that even very low misorientation angles were confidently 

identified.  
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The difference in the boundary spacings seen in the DPD sample compared to the QSC sample 

can be rationalized based on a high density of dislocations produced during high strain rate 

compression [12,13] that may be responsible for more finely-spaced dislocation boundaries after DPD. 

Orientation changes during compression of the DPD sample could thus be accommodated by 

subdivision producing many finely-spaced LABs within fairly broad bands separated by HABs. In the 

QSC sample, where the spacing between GNBs was considerably greater (see Table 1), subdivision by 

fewer boundaries necessitated an increased frequency of larger misorientation angles across them. 

Although the subdivision pattern was different in the two deformed samples, similar final textures 

developed, where <110> directions were aligned with the compression axis (see Fig.3). Some spread 

from the <110> texture towards <113> is also seen in Fig.3. This texture is similar to those obtained 

after heavy compression of pure fcc metals with medium and high SFE values [14,15].  

Although the EBSD analysis of deformed materials suffers from the limited angular resolution, 

it offers a unique possibility of orientation mapping of very large areas and thus is very useful for 

characterizing deformation heterogeneities with misorientations above the angular resolution limit. To 

describe the heterogeneity of the deformed microstructure in a quantitative manner, large areas in both 

DPD and QSC samples were inspected using the EBSD technique. For both samples, the obtained 

EBSD maps revealed heterogeneous microstructures where clusters of fine lamellae delineated by 

HABs alternated with broad bands consisting of crystallites characterized by a small orientation 

difference (see Fig.4). It should be mentioned that boundaries with very low misorientations (<1.5°) are 

not seen in these EBSD maps. 

The area fraction of the different types of alternating structures can be characterized using a 

partitioning of the EBSD data into subsets containing either predominantly low misorientations or 

predominantly high misorientations. This approach has been previously applied for characterizing 
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heterogeneities in ECAE-deformed samples, where low misorientation regions (LMRs) were 

distinguished from high misorientation regions (HMRs) [16-18]. Following this previous work, LMRs 

are defined as areas greater than 2.5 µm2 surrounded by boundaries > 5°. The remaining areas in the 

deformed microstructure are HMRs. The result of partitioning is shown in Fig.4a, where white and 

cyan areas represent LMRs and HMRs, respectively. Note that HABs seen in the white areas separate 

adjacent LMRs. In the three regions studied in the EBSD experiment the average HMR fraction in the 

DPD sample was calculated to be 26%. This value is significantly lower than that obtained in the QSC 

sample, where the HMR fraction was 48%. Since the DPD sample is characterized by a clear 

dominance of one type of region (LMRs in this case) with pockets of the other type (HMRs), its 

microstructure can be considered less heterogeneous than the microstructure of the QSC sample, which 

contains large areas of either HMRs or LMRs, such that there is almost an equal probability of 

encountering either a LMR- or HMR-dominating area when a single small region is probed in the 

microstructure. 

In summary, microstructures in the center of two nickel samples processed by either DPD or 

QSC to a strain of 2.3 have been examined using TEM and EBSD techniques. It is shown that the DPD 

microstructure was refined by a high frequency of finely-spaced LABs. The microstructure of the low 

strain-rate QSC sample was less refined, but contained a higher frequency of HABs. Considering that 

one type of region, LMRs, was clearly dominant in the area inspected in the DPD sample, this 

microstructure appears less heterogeneous than the microstructure of the QSC sample, where area 

fractions of LMRs and HMRs were similar. 
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Table 1.  Parameters of the microstructure in Ni deformed by either DPD or QSC. dIDB, dGNB and 

fHAB were determined using TEM. The other parameters represent EBSD data. 

 

Sample 

 

Boundary spacing (µm) Fraction (%) 

dIDB  dGNB   fHAB  fLMR  fHMR  

DPD 0.33 0.11  24 74 26 

QSC 0.43 0.18  32 52 48 

 

 

 

Figure 1. The deformed microstructure in Ni after DPD to a strain of 2.3: (a) TEM image and (b) 

sketch showing GNBs and IDBs by bold and thin lines, respectively. In (a) the arrow indicates the 

loading direction.  
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Figure 2. Distribution of boundary misorientation angles measured using TEM in the DPD and QSC 

samples. 

 

Figure 3. Textures in the DPD and QSC samples represented by inverse pole figures for the 

compression axis. 
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Figure 4. EBSD maps from the DPD (a) and QSC (b) samples. Areas in cyan are HMRs. LMRs are not 

colored. Thin grey lines correspond to low (1.5−15°) misorientations. HABs are shown by bold black 

lines. 
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